Via E-mail & Mail

APPEAL BOARD
DECISION FORM

Respondent’s Name: ____________________________
Respondent’s UNI: _______________
Deadline to Appeal: _______/_______/_______

Respondent appealed decision by: ( ) UJB Chairperson    ( ) UJB Panel

Comments: __________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Finding:   ( ) Affirmed      ( ) Overturned        ( ) Revised   ( ) Not appealed

Comments: __________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Sanction: ( ) Affirmed        ( ) Overturned        ( ) Lessened    ( ) Not appealed

Comments: __________________________________________
____________________________________________________
RATIONALE:
____________________________________________________

RIGHT TO APPEAL:
An online submission form may be found on the website for the University Senate. To learn more, we encourage you to review the Appeals information in §450 OF THE RULES OF UNIVERSITY CONDUCT.

A copy of this form must be provided to the Respondent and Rules Administrator.

Signature of hearing panel members present for hearing:

(1) ___________________________    (2) ___________________________
   (Chairperson)

(3) ___________________________    Date of Decision: _______________